Sign up for the

**PH Alliance Basel-Zurich Newsletter**

and stay informed about events, funding, and more on Personalized Health from Basel, Zurich and beyond.

http://eepurl.com/gfcLnH
(MailChimp)
Registration now open!
www.personalized-oncology-2019.unibas.ch

Our PH conference 2019 organized by the PH Alliance Basel-Zurich

Submit your abstract and join us for
- Poster sessions
- Selected oral presentations
- 2 social events

Personalized Oncology 2019
23-25 June 2019
Basel, Switzerland

www.personalized-oncology-2019.unibas.ch

Speakers:
Michael Hall
Douglas Hannahan
Roger Lo (tbc)
Meenhard Herlyn
Lillian Siu
Mark Rubinstein
Jonas Nilsson
Olli Kallioniemi
Andreas Neubauer
Markus Heim
Peter Campbell
Mark Rubin
Enzo Medico (tbc)
Andreas Trumpp
Daniel Peeper
Anna Obenauf
Call for conference organizers 2020 PH Alliance Basel-Zurich

Scope:
• Conference topic must strongly relate to Personalized Health
• Conference should help promoting the international standing of the Basel-Zurich area as a hub for scientific excellence in Personalized Health
• Date of conference in 2020 (ideally June)

The PH Alliance will support administratively and financially the preparations for a conference in 2020 and is now looking for one or more chairperson(s) leading the efforts.

Infos will follow – proposals are due by by 31.03.2019

Questions / Contact:

Basel: Thomas Geiger
Hebelstrasse 20
CH-4031 Basel
+41 328 55 81
t.geiger@unibas.ch

Zurich: Silke Schneider
Voltastrasse 24
CH-8044 Zurich
+41 44 634 15 25
silke.schneider@uzh.ch